We discern three non-classical truth values, and define a five-valued propositional logic. We combine this logic with process algebra via conditional composition (i.e., if-then-else-). In particular, the choice operation (+) is regarded as a special case of conditional composition. We present an operational semantics in SOS-style and some completeness results. 
Introduction
Assume P represents some program (or algorithm). Then the initial behavior of the conditional program if φ then P else P depends on evaluation of the condition φ: either it yields an immediate error, or it starts with performing P , or it diverges in evaluation of φ. The following three non-classical truth values for φ are sufficient to accommodate these intuitions:
Meaningless, notation M. Typical examples are errors that are detectable during execution such as a typeclash or division by zero.
Choice or undetermined, notation C. This value represents 'being either true or false'. An example is as above: if φ then P else P represents the same behavior as P . We first consider a single, ternary operation on these five truth values: conditional composition, notation x y z (this notation stems from [10] , modeling if y then x else z). Conditional composition is defined as follows:
Notice that x C y (as a binary operation) is idempotent, commutative, and associative. Furthermore, we have the following convenient distributivity property: = (x y z 1 ) (x y z 2 ).
As a consequence, conditional composition is monotonic.
Next to conditional composition, we consider the following logical operations (cf. [2, 6] ): negation, leftsequential conjunction and symmetric (or strict parallel) conjunction. Negation on the newly added nonclassical values can be explained from the intuitions provided earlier: ¬M = M because the negation of an immediate error is one as well. Since C means "being either true or false", so does its negation, thus ¬C = C. Furthermore, as D represents divergence, so does ¬D, hence ¬D = D. With ∧ we denote left-sequential conjunction, i.e., McCarthy's left to right conjunction [12] , adopting the asymmetric notation from [2] . First the left argument is evaluated, and depending on the result of this, possibly the right argument. This yields x ∧ y = x for x ∈ {M, F, D}, and T ∧ x = x. The values of C ∧ x are given below. Finally, symmetric conjunction on the newly added truth values appears to be captured by
Left sequential disjunction, notation ∨ , and symmetric disjunction (∨) are defined as expected:
The complete truth tables for ¬, ∧ , and ∧ are the following:
These truth tables were also presented in [6] , and, when omitting C, coincide with the definitions given in [2] . Note that ∧ and its dual ∨ are idempotent and associative.
In the following we establish the relation between conditional composition and the operations just discussed.
Proposition 2.
The operations ¬, ∧ and ∧ are definable from conditional composition:
Furthermore,
¬(x y z) = ¬x y ¬z.
Corollary 3.
The operations ∨ and ∨ can be defined by:
Furthermore, ¬, ∧ , ∧, ∨ and ∨ distribute over , and all these operations are monotonic.
. This leads to the following result: Proposition 4. Conditional composition x y z can be defined from ¬, ∧ and ∧ by
where x C y is given above, and
We denote the resulting five-valued logic by
or shortly L 5 whenever we do not care which operations are considered primitive.
Following McCarthy and Hayes [13] , let f, g, . . . be names for fluents, i.e., objects that in any state (i.e., at each instance of time) may take a deterministic value, thus a value in {M, T, F, D}. Let P 4 be a set of fluents. We write L 5 (P 4 ) for the extension of L 5 with the fluents in P 4 . In order to equate propositions in L 5 (P 4 ) we use substitution of fluents: for f, g ∈ P 4 ,
and as a proof rule the excluded fifth rule (cf. [5] ):
By Proposition 2 it follows that substitution distributes over the other logical operations in the expected way.
Together with the identities generated by the truth tables this yields a complete evaluation system for equations over L 5 (P 4 ). We write L 5 (P 4 ) |= φ = ψ or shortly |= φ = ψ, if φ = ψ follows from the system defined above and the truth tables for L 5 (P 4 ).
A generalization of BPA with five-valued conditions
Let A be a set of constants a, b, c, . . . denoting atomic actions (atoms), i.e., processes that are not subject to further division, and that execute in finite time. We consider a generalized version of BPA δ,µ (A), i.e., Basic Process Algebra (see, e.g., [3, 1, 8] ) extended with δ / ∈ A (inaction or deadlock) and with µ / ∈ A. The meaningless process µ represents the operational contents of M, and is introduced in [4, 5] . We use the notation
Sequential composition: X · Y denotes the process that performs X, and upon completion of X starts with Y .
Conditional composition:
denotes the process that either performs X or Y , or represents δ or µ, depending on the value of φ (which may depend on some valuation).
We mostly suppress the · in process expressions, and brackets according to the rule that · binds strongest. Accommodating to classical process algebra, we shall often use the abbreviation + for + C (modeling 'alternative composition' or 'choice'), thus X + Y is short for X + C Y .
In Table 1 we give the rule of equivalence (ROE) and the axioms of 
(Use axiom GA3 with φ = T, ψ = C, and χ = D, T, M, respectively). Furthermore, with |= T φ φ = φ and GA3 it follows that
Finally, Proposition 2 implies that
With δ, the conditional guard construct from [7] (called guarded command in that paper, and roughly expressing an if_then_construct) can be defined as a special case of conditional composition:
Example 6. With the axioms CC, GA2, and X + δ = X we find
In a similar way it follows that
we can apply the rule of equivalence (ROE).
Closed terms over G L 5 (P 4 ) (BPA δ,µ (A)) will be further called process terms. We provide an operational semantics for process terms. Given a (non-empty) set P 4 of fluents, let w range over W, the valuations Table 2 Rules for the µ(w, _) predicate
Valuations are extended to propositions in the usual way. In Table 2 we define for each w ∈ W a unary predicate meaningless, notation µ(w, _), over process terms in µ (A) ). This predicate defines whether a process term represents the meaningless process µ under valuation w.
The axioms and rules for µ(w, _) given in Table 2 are extended by those given in Table 3, which Tables 2 and 3 yield a structured operational semantics (SOS) with negative premises in the style of [9] . Moreover, they satisfy the so called panth-format [15] . Using [9, 15] , it is easy to establish that the meaningless instances and transitions defined by these rules are uniquely determined, and go with the following notion of bisimulation equivalence: 
Definition 7. A binary relation B over process terms is a bisimulation if for all P , Q with P BQ the following conditions hold for all w ∈ W and a ∈ A:
− −− → P ∧ P BQ )).

Two processes P , Q are bisimilar, notation P ↔ Q, if there exists a bisimulation containing the pair (P , Q).
By the main result in [15] it follows that bisimilarity is a congruence relation for all operations involved. Note that conditional composition constructs are considered binary operations: for each φ ∈ L 5 (P 4 ) there is an operation + φ .
We write G/ ↔ |= P = Q whenever P ↔ Q according to the notions just defined, and for X = X 1 , . . . , X n , G/ ↔ |= t ( X) = t ( X) if for all P = P 1 , . . . , P n it holds that G/ ↔ |= t ( P ) = t ( P ). It is not difficult to show that in the bisimulation model thus obtained all equations of Table 1 are true. Hence we conclude:
µ (A)) t ( X) = t ( X), then G/ ↔ |= t ( X) = t ( X).
Finally, we provide a completeness result for G L 5 (P 4 ) (BPA δ,µ (A)). Our proof refers to the completeness result in [5] , which is based on a representation of process terms for which bisimilarity implies derivability in a straightforward way.
Definition 9. A process term P over G L 5 (P 4 ) (BPA δ,µ (A)) is a generalized basic term if it is of the form
where a ∈ A and φ ∈ L 5 (P 4 ).
Lemma 10. Each process term over G L 5 (P 4 ) (BPA δ,µ (A)) is provably equal to a generalized basic term.
In the following we relate process terms over G L 5 (P 4 ) (BPA δ,µ (A)) with terms over BPA δ,µ (A) extended with conditional guard constructs, of which the conditions are in
The only operations of BPA δ,µ (A) are sequential composition and the choice operation +, i.e., the operation + C . In the following, finite sums P 1 + P 2 + · · · + P n are abbreviated by n i=1 P i . Let the symbol ≡ denote syntactic equivalence, and let L ⊆ L 5 (P 4 ).
where I is a finite, non-empty index set, φ i ∈ L, and Q i ∈ {δ, a, aR | a ∈ A, R an L-basic term}.
Lemma 12. Each process term over
Proof. By Lemma 10 it is sufficient to consider generalized basic terms. Then, representation easily follows for L 5 (P 4 )-basic terms by induction (where axiom CC is needed, cf. footnotes 5, 6 in Section 5). It remains to be shown that each L 5 (P 4 )-basic term is provably equal to one in which C does not occur in any conditional guard construct. As C :→ X = X, this follows easily by induction on the complexity of the guard φ in φ :→ X. ✷
Theorem 13. The system G L 5 (P 4 ) (BPA δ,µ (A)) is complete with respect to bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. By Lemmas 12 and 8 it is sufficient to prove that bisimilarity between L 4 (P 4 )-basic terms implies their provable equality. A detailed (inductive) proof is spelled out in [5] , which is also sufficient as all axioms of Basic Process Algebra with four-valued logic are derivable from G L 5 (P 4 ) (BPA δ,µ (A)) (the less trivial ones were derived in Examples 5 and 6). ✷
A generalization of ACP with five-valued conditions
We extend G L 5 (P 4 ) (BPA δ,µ (A)) to a generalized version of ACP(A, |) (Algebra of Communicating Processes, see, e.g., [3, 1, 8] ) by including encapsulation and parametrized merge operations φ ψ . In the latter, φ covers the choice between interleaving and synchronization, and ψ determines the order of interleaving and synchronization: In ACP(A, |), the commutative and associative communication function | : A × A → A ∪ {δ} is given (and extended to process terms). The axioms of our generalization of ACP(A, |) are those of G L 5 (P 4 ) (BPA δ,µ (A)) (including ROE) and those in Table 4 . We adopt the convention that + φ binds weakest and · binds strongest, and denote the resulting system by
We note that the operation of ACP(A, |) equals C C . Furthermore, the operation T C restricts to interleaving only, while F for ∈ {C, T, F} defines "synchronous ACP" and
In Table 5 we give additional rules for the meaningless predicate defined in Table 2 and the transition rules defined in Table 3 . We stick to bisimulation equivalence as defined in Definition 7, and as before it follows that bisimilarity is a congruence for all operations involved. It is not difficult (but tedious) to establish that in the bisimulation model thus obtained all equations of Table 4 (ACP(A, |) ) is provably equal to a generalized basic term (see Definition 9). Hence: (ACP(A, |) ) is complete with respect to bisimulation equivalence.
Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that process algebra can be viewed from a logical perspective that comprises the truth values choice C and divergent Table 4 Additional axioms of
D, and the basic operations conditional composition and sequential composition. For instance, the axiom X + D Y = δ expresses that δ is associated with "divergence". This may seem incompatible with the usual "deadlock" interpretation (modeled by the standard axioms X + δ = X and δX = δ), but can be clarified as follows: in order to support an axiomatic approach to the interleaving hypothesis, 1 the operation + models "optimistic choice" in the sense that δ-alternatives are discarded (X + δ = X). E.g., the derivation ab δ = a(bδ + δb) + δab = abδ shows that δ has an aspect of divergence: the deadlock in ab δ is postponed until all concurrent behavior has been executed. In the following we shortly discuss the main differences between this paper and [6] . Taking four-valued logic over {M, T, F, D} [2, 14] and its combination with process algebra [5] as a point of departure, the contribution of [6] can be characterized as follows:
• The introduction of C as a 'natural' truth value 2 and the associated logic L 5 (P 4 ).
1 I.e., concurrency can be analyzed in terms of all possible interleavings. 2 This establishes a second intuition for Kleene's third truth value (D modeling the first). We note that a complete axiomatization of Kleene's three-valued logic [11] admits exactly two non-classical truth values, the conjunction of which must equal F.
• The introduction of conditional composition as a definable operation in L 5 (P 4 ).
• An axiomatization of ACP(A, |) with conditional guard construct over L 5 (P 4 ), 3 going with an operational semantics and a completeness result.
• A generalization of ACP(A, |): the + and merge operators can be parameterized with propositions over L 5 (P 4 ) (or one of its sublogics containing C, T and F). 4 The present paper records a non-trivial extension of our understanding of L 5 (P 4 ), and of its combination with process algebra:
• We show that L 5 (P 4 , ¬, ∧ , ∧) and L 5 (P 4 , _ _ _) are interdefinable (Propositions 2 and 4).
• We provide operational semantics and (ground complete) axiomatizations for our L 5 (P 4 )-generalizations of BPA δ (A) and ACP(A, |) (Theorems 13 and 14). 5 Inspired by one of the referees, we end with some considerations about a six-valued logic. By symmetry one can distinguish a greatest lower bound (notation ) of T and F that majorizes D (see Fig. 2 ), and extend the definition of conditional composition with x (T F) y = x y. This yields a six-valued logic in which the identities F (T F) F = F and F D F = D illustrate the difference between T F and D. Although this logic is simple and elegant (e.g., conditional composition also distributes over , cf. Proposition 1), we see no algorithmic motive for distinguishing D and T F. We can employ process algebraic conditional composition to support this position: by x (T F) x = x we obtain the associated identity X + T F X = X, and by x (T F) D = D we find X + T F δ = δ. This illustrates that the operation + T F models a notion of choice, say "pessimistic choice", for which we have no useful intuition or application. 6 
